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Abstract: Computational methods play a central role in the rational design of novel proteins. The present work
describes a new hybrid exact rotamer optimization (HERO) method that builds on previous dead-end elimination
algorithms to yield dramatic performance enhancements. Measured on experimentally validated physical models, these
improvements make it possible to perform previously intractable designs of entire protein core, surface, or boundary
regions. Computational demonstrations include a full core design of the variable domains of the light and heavy chains
of catalytic antibody 48G7 FAB with 74 residues and 10128 conformations, a full core/boundary design of the ␤1 domain
of protein G with 25 residues and 1053 conformations, and a full surface design of the ␤1 domain of protein G with 27
residues and 1060 conformations. In addition, a full sequence design of the ␤1 domain of protein G is used to
demonstrate the strong dependence of algorithm performance on the exact form of the potential function and the ﬁdelity
of the rotamer library. These results emphasize that search algorithm performance for protein design can only be
meaningfully evaluated on physical models that have been subjected to experimental scrutiny. The new algorithm
greatly facilitates ongoing efforts to engineer increasingly complex protein features.
© 2002 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Introduction
Advances in computational protein design have largely been paced
by two factors: the development of biologically meaningful physical models for describing the design space, and the development
of combinatorial optimization algorithms for searching this space
over all allowed sequences and conformations. High-performance
search algorithms make it possible to perform atomic-resolution
side-chain placement calculations for the selection of novel amino
acid sequences. The sequences can then be evaluated in the laboratory to validate and/or improve the physical model. Both the
discrete rotamer libraries used to represent the possible side-chain
conformations and the empirical potential function used to assess
the quality of the possible design sequences are critical to the
biological validity of the approach.
Several computational models have been experimentally validated for the design of protein cores1–5 and for the design of
boundary and surface residues with varying degrees of solvent
exposure.6 – 8 However, there are still few examples of experimentally validated computational designs for complete protein domains.9 In the context of protein design, physical model valida-

tion2 is a challenging endeavor in which experimental assays of
designed molecules are used to parameterize or enhance an existing model. A physical model becomes useful if it is able to identify
sequences that fulﬁll the design requirements from amidst the
astronomically large number of possible sequences. To improve
the prospects for performing more ambitious designs including
protein function, it is necessary to increase the efﬁciency of the
computer algorithms while maintaining or even improving the
physical models that form the basis for sequence selection.
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Signiﬁcant effort has been expended in developing both exact
and approximate search algorithms for protein design.10 Protein
design has recently been shown to be NP-hard,11 meaning that it
joins a class of challenging combinatorial optimization problems
for which no exact polynomial-time algorithms are known. Approximate algorithms that have been applied to protein design
include Monte Carlo methods,12,13 genetic algorithms,1 and selfconsistent mean ﬁeld approaches.14,15 These methods are computationally inexpensive, but their accuracy in identifying the global
minimum energy conformation (GMEC) is known to degrade as
problem size increases.16 To avoid corrupting the potential function with experimental feedback based on incomplete searches, it
is highly desirable to rely on exact search algorithms if effective
exponential-time algorithms are available. Exact tree-based algorithms have been successfully applied to protein design.17,18 For
large design problems, methods based on the dead-end elimination
(DEE)19 –26 theorem have emerged as the most successful.
It is important to note that search algorithm performance is
strongly affected by the physical model on which the optimization
is based. For example, DEE has been found to perform best when
the number of rotamers per position is small, as evidenced by the
relative ease in performing side-chain placement calculations for
homology modeling studies on large proteins.23,26 For design
calculations, the number of rotamers at each position increases
dramatically because multiple amino acid identities are represented at each position. This change increases both the cost of each
iteration and the difﬁculty in reducing the combinatorial size of the
problem. These effects are only exacerbated as the ﬁdelity of the
rotamer library is improved or as the number of design positions is
increased. The physical context of the design positions inﬂuences
algorithm performance signiﬁcantly; conﬁned core residues are
generally much faster to design than less-constrained residues on
the protein surface. This is because side chains packed into protein
cores experience more physical restrictions, facilitating the identiﬁcation of rotamers that do not belong to the GMEC. We have
also observed that the precise implementation of the energy expression can have dramatic effects on the search speed. As is
demonstrated later, alterations of the potential function can make
seemingly intractable optimization problems trivial.
Because the performance of search algorithms depends
strongly on factors in addition to sheer combinatorial complexity,
it is critical to evaluate new improvements using potential functions and rotamer libraries that are meaningful in the context of
protein design. Thus, optimization benchmarks are best performed
on potential functions and rotamer libraries that have been subjected to experimental scrutiny, or alternatively, benchmarks
should be closely followed by experimental validation. At this
time, there still remains a need to develop search algorithms that
can perform large-scale optimizations on experimentally validated
physical models.
The development of increasingly powerful dead-end elimination algorithms is speciﬁcally targeted at addressing this challenge.
The basic idea of DEE is to eliminate rotamers from consideration
that can be proven to be incompatible with the GMEC. In the
context of side-chain placement for homology modeling, the original algorithm introduced criteria for eliminating individual rotamers and “ﬂagging” dead-ending pairs of rotamers to facilitate the
elimination of single rotamers during subsequent iterations.19,20
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The “uniﬁcation” of rotamers at two or more positions into superrotamers was subsequently introduced as an effective method for
starting new cascades of eliminations.21,22 Using Goldstein’s more
powerful elimination criteria,22 DEE methods were extended to
protein design applications.2 Metrics were subsequently developed
to mitigate the added expense of these criteria, particularly for the
ﬂagging of dead-ending rotamer pairs.24 Recently, more sophisticated elimination criteria were introduced based on the concept of
conformational splitting.25 An adaptive implementation of split
DEE has since been described that reduces the cost of each
iteration in the case of multiple splitting positions.26 A further
approach termed “generalized” DEE has been introduced,26 although in our hands it does not yield a performance enhancement
over existing methods.
The present work reports new ideas that extend the application
of DEE algorithms to larger design regimes for all structural
contexts: core, boundary, and surface. We have previously obtained large speed enhancements from optimizing dead-ending
pairs calculations.24 These improvements are effective because the
majority of the overall calculation time is spent attempting to ﬂag
dead-ending pairs. To further reduce this time, we have focused on
exploring additional ﬂagging methods. Two complementary approaches have resulted, each providing new and inexpensive ways
to ﬁnd dead-ending pairs. Taken together, and often independently
of each other, these methods make previously intractable optimization problems solvable.
The ﬁrst approach employs bounding criteria that were originally developed for use in tree-based optimization methods.17,27
These bounding criteria are fundamentally different in nature from
the dominance criteria that typify dead-end elimination. A bounding criterion eliminates a rotamer by comparing the lower energy
bound of possible sequences containing that rotamer to the total
energy of a known reference sequence. On the other hand, DEE
criteria are examples of dominance relations28 that attempt to show
that one rotamer is preferred over another rotamer in all circumstances. As with the DEE dominance criteria, bounding criteria
may be used both to eliminate individual rotamers and to ﬂag pairs
of rotamers. Moreover, because “bound ﬂags” are obtained by
measures other than dominance, they have the potential to augment
the DEE reductions and enhance the performance of the algorithm.
Bounding criteria require the energy of a reference sequence to
which bounding energies may be compared. We therefore employ
a stochastic Monte Carlo search to rapidly determine a valid
reference energy. Interestingly, the algorithm remains exact, but it
is no longer deterministic.
The second approach makes it possible to ﬂag many deadending pairs at essentially no additional cost. These “split ﬂags”
are generated as a by-product of applying the conformational
splitting criteria to eliminate single rotamers. By promoting further
reduction in the combinatorial size of the problem prior to the
application of expensive doubles criteria, these dead-ending pairs
provide substantial computational savings.
The algorithm described in the present work combines three
completely different search paradigms (dominance, bounding, and
stochastic) into a single compatible approach. For ease of description, we term the new method hybrid exact rotamer optimization
(HERO). Taken together, the two new strategies for ﬂagging
dead-ending pairs have dramatically increased the size of the
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design problems that can be attempted on a daily basis in the
laboratory of one of the authors (S. L. Mayo). Results in the
present work will demonstrate that exact search algorithms based
on experimentally validated physical models are now able to tackle
design problems that could previously be attempted only with
approximate methods. In particular, it is frequently possible to
perform full protein core, boundary, or surface designs with surprising efﬁciency.

Theory
Energy Expression

Using a potential function described in terms of pairwise interactions, the total energy of the protein can be expressed as
E total ⫽ Etemplate ⫹

冘

E共ir 兲 ⫹

i

冘冘
i

E共ir , ju 兲
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⫹
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(3)
For each of the rotamer pairs between two given positions, O(n2)
comparisons are made with the other rotamer pairs at these positions. This criterion therefore makes O(n2) dominance checks in
attempting to ﬂag each rotamer pair. The computational complexity of Goldstein doubles is O(n5p3), representing the most expensive component in most DEE implementations.
To obtain a subset of these ﬂags at a lower cost, a “magic
bullet” version of Goldstein doubles24 was introduced that uses
only one competing (iv,kw) pair to attempt to ﬂag all other pairs of
rotamers between positions i and k. The computational complexity
is thus reduced to O(n3p3), and only a single dominance check is
made in attempting to ﬂag each rotamer pair.

(1)

j, j⬍i

Split DEE

where Etemplate represents the self-energy of the backbone, E(ir)
represents the energy of rotamer r at position i interacting with the
backbone, and E(ir,ju) represents the interaction energy between
rotamers r and u at positions i and j, respectively. The objective of
dead-end elimination criteria is to eliminate single rotamers that
are dominated by other competing rotamers and to ﬂag deadending pairs of rotamers that are dominated by other competing
rotamer pairs. Either of the rotamers in a dead-ending pair could
still belong to the GMEC conformation, but they cannot appear
together; this strengthens the possibility of eliminating rotamers
during subsequent iterations. For notational convenience, a ﬂagged
dead-ending pair is said to belong to the set F.

If no it rotamer dominates ir for all possible conformations, then
the Goldstein criterion will fail to make an elimination. Conceptually, however, ir may still be eliminated if at least one (possibly
varying) it rotamer dominates ir for each conformation. Split
DEE25 embodies this idea by splitting the conformational space
into partitions and checking to see if ir is dominated by some it
rotamer within each partition. In the simplest case (called “s ⫽ 1”),
O(n) partitions are created using the rotamers at a single splitting
position. The rotamer ir can then be eliminated if, for each splitting
rotamer v at some splitting position k, there exists an it rotamer that
dominates ir within that partition:
E共i r兲 ⫺ E共i t兲 ⫹

冘

j, j⫽k⫽i

兵 min 关E共ir , ju 兲 ⫺ E共it , ju 兲兴其
u
共i r , j u 兲ⰻF

⫹ 关E共ir , kv 兲 ⫺ E共it , kv 兲兴 ⬎ 0.

Goldstein DEE

The Goldstein DEE criterion for single rotamers states that rotamer
ir can be eliminated if there exists a competing rotamer it that
satisﬁes
E共i r兲 ⫺ E共i t兲 ⫹

冘

j, j⫽i

min 关E共ir , ju 兲 ⫺ E共it , ju 兲兴 ⬎ 0.

(2)

u
共i r , j u 兲ⰻF

In other words, ir can be eliminated if the contribution to the total
energy is always reduced by using an alternative rotamer it. Note
that the minimum speciﬁcally excludes contributions from ﬂagged
(ir, ju) pairs, as these rotamers cannot coexist in the GMEC. If
there are p residue positions and an average of n rotamers per
position, the computational complexity of attempting to eliminate
each rotamer during a round of Goldstein DEE is O(n3p2), corresponding to loops of cost n over r, t, and u as well as loops of cost
p over i and j.
The doubles version of this criterion22 ﬂags a rotamer pair
(ir,ks) if there exists a competing pair (iv, kw) that satisﬁes

(4)

Domination in partition kv is automatic if (ir,kv) is a ﬂagged pair.
The split DEE (s ⫽ 1) criterion is illustrated in Figure 1(a). The
computational complexity of this approach remains O(n3p2) despite the increase in elimination power.25
Increasing the number of splitting positions increases both the
elimination power and the computational complexity. For two
splitting positions (s ⫽ 2), there are O(n2) partitions, and ir may be
eliminated if, for each pair of splitting rotamers kv and hw at
splitting positions k ⫽ h ⫽ i, there exists an it rotamer that
dominates ir in that partition:
E共i r兲 ⫺ E共i t兲 ⫹

冘

j, j⫽i⫽h⫽k

兵 min 关E共ir , ju 兲 ⫺ E共it , ju 兲兴其
u
共i r , j u 兲ⰻF

⫹ 关E共ir , kv 兲 ⫺ E共it , kv 兲兴 ⫹ 关E共ir , hw 兲 ⫺ E共it , hw 兲兴 ⬎ 0.

(5)

Here, domination follows automatically if either (ir,kv) or (ir,hw) is
a ﬂagged pair. The application of this criterion is illustrated in
Figure 1(b), where the rotamers at the second splitting position
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Figure 1. Application of split DEE to sample energy proﬁles. The abscissa represents all possible
conformations of the protein and the ordinate represents the net energy contributions produced by
interactions with speciﬁc rotamers at position i. (a) Split elimination (s ⫽ 1): i r is dominated by i t1 and
i t2 in the partitions corresponding to splitting rotamers k v1 and k v2 , respectively. Hence, i r may be
eliminated even though it is not dominated by any single rotamer for all of conformational space. (b) Split
elimination (s ⫽ 2): because neither i t1 nor i t2 dominates i r in partition k v2 , a second splitting position
is used to create subpartitions h w1 and h w2 , where i r is dominated by i t1 and i t2 , respectively. Hence, i r
may be eliminated using two splitting positions. (c) Split ﬂagging (s ⫽ 1): i r is not dominated in partition
k v2 so elimination is not possible with only one splitting position. However, i r is dominated by i t1 in
partition k v1 , so that pair (i r , k v1 ) may be ﬂagged. (d) Split ﬂagging (s ⫽ 2): i r is no longer dominated
for all of conformational space so it cannot be eliminated with only two splitting positions. However, i r
is dominated for partition k v2 by i t1 and i t2 in subpartitions h w1 and h w2 , respectively. Hence, the pair (i r ,
k v2 ) may be ﬂagged. Likewise, the pair (i r , h w2 ) may be ﬂagged, as becomes more readily apparent if the
hierarchy of the splitting positions k and h is reversed.
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Table 1. Cost Comparison of Different Flagging Approaches.

Method
Full Goldstein doubles
Magic bullet Goldstein doubles
Split ﬂags (s ⫽ 1)
Split ﬂags (s ⫽ 2)

Iteration
complexity

Flag attempts per
rotamer pair

O(n 5 p 3 )
O(n 3 p 3 )
O(n 3 p 2 )
O(n 4 p 3 )

O(n 2 )
1
O(n)
O(n)

(hw) effectively create subpartitions of those created by the ﬁrst
splitting position (kv). The computational complexity for (s ⫽ 2)
split DEE is O(n4p3).25 Looger and Hellinga26 present the same
approach and provide the same complexity estimates in a later
publication. With regard to implementation, Looger and Hellinga
make the useful observation that conformational splitting may be
coded adaptively so that subpartitions at a new splitting level are
explored only within those existing partitions that have failed to
achieve dominance of ir at the current level. This decreases the
computational cost of an iteration relative to the worst-case complexity estimates.
Expressions for split DEE criteria and cost bounds for arbitrary
numbers of splitting positions have been reported previously.25 In
practice, we rarely ﬁnd it beneﬁcial to use splitting criteria beyond
s ⫽ 2. Split DEE criteria may be extended to ﬂag pairs of rotamers
exactly as for the Goldstein doubles criterion (3), with a corresponding increase in computational overhead relative to the singles
implementation. However, we now pursue the following more
interesting observation that ﬂags can be generated during split
singles calculations with no increase in computational complexity.
Split Flags

Consider the scenario where ir cannot be eliminated by split DEE
(s ⫽ 1) because there are some partitions in which no it rotamer
dominates ir. It may still be possible to identify dead-ending pairs
during the process of discovering this negative result. In those
partitions kv where ir is dominated by some it, then the rotamer
pairs (ir, kv) may be ﬂagged as dead-ending. This concept is
illustrated in Figure 1(c). The comparisons that are made in an
effort to identify ﬂags remain a subset of those made for a full
Goldstein doubles calculation. O(n) dominance comparisons are
made in attempting to ﬂag each rotamer pair. The complexity of
split DEE is unaffected by this modiﬁcation, remaining O(n3p2) for
(s ⫽ 1), so this approach compares very favorably with both full
Goldstein doubles and magic bullet Goldstein doubles, as summarized in Table 1.
Split ﬂags may be generated with arbitrary numbers of splitting
positions. The concept is illustrated for split DEE (s ⫽ 2) in Figure
1(d). In this case, the number of ﬂagging comparisons remains
O(n) per rotamer pair, but the iteration complexity increases to
O(n4p3). For a given maximum number of splitting positions, the
attempt to eliminate a rotamer ir has failed as soon as a subpartition
at the lowest level is encountered in which ir is not dominated by
some competitor. It is possible to continue checking dominance for
other partitions to attempt to identify more ﬂags, but for (s ⱖ 2),
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the mounting cost motivates our decision to branch out of an
elimination attempt as soon as failure is assured. It appears that
Looger and Hellinga26 allude to a special case of this approach
corresponding to (s ⫽ 1) split ﬂags.
Bounding Expressions

Bounding expressions provide an alternative means of determining
whether a particular arrangement of rotamers at a subset of the
residue positions can exist as part of the GMEC. Rather than
eliminating rotamers by comparing them to other competing rotamers at the same positions, bounding expressions seek to produce
a sharp lower bound on the total conformational energy given a
certain subset of speciﬁed rotamers. If this bound is higher than the
energy of some known complete reference sequence
E bound共subset兲 ⬎ Etotal共reference兲

(6)

then the speciﬁed rotamers cannot coexist in the GMEC. The
reference energy should be as low as possible and may be obtained
by a computationally inexpensive approximate search of the same
rotamer conformation space.
There are many possible ways of constructing an expression to
compute the lower energy bound for an arrangement of rotamers.
The expression that yields the best performance in the branch-andterminate algorithm17 folds the one-body terms into the two-body
terms:
E⬘共i r, j u兲 ⬅

E共i r兲 ⫹ E共 j u兲 E共i r, j u兲
⫹
2共 p ⫺ 1兲
2

(7)

and computes the lower bound on the total energy as
E bound ⫽

冘冘
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再冘
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E⬘共ir , ju 兲 ⫹

j僆C

冘

冎

min关E⬘共ir , ju 兲兴 .

j僆V

u

(8)

The set of residue positions C is the subset of “constrained”
positions that are occupied by the rotamers under scrutiny, and the
set V encompasses all the remaining “variable” residue positions.
The more positions that are constrained, the sharper the bound
becomes.
To use the bounding expression efﬁciently in the context of
dead-end elimination, the set C may be considered to consist of a
single rotamer, so that the lower bound on the energy of all
conformations containing rotamer ir is
E bound共ir 兲 ⫽

冘

m,m⫽i

min
t
共i r ,m t 兲ⰻF

再

2E⬘共ir , mt 兲 ⫹

冘

j, j⫽m⫽i

min 关E⬘共 ju , mt 兲兴
u
共 j u ,m t 兲ⰻF

冎

(9)
Using the implementation described previously,17 where the innermost summation is precomputed, the complexity of computing
the energy bound for each single rotamer is O(n2p3). Note that
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Case 1 in Methods). The performance of the bounds improves as
residues are uniﬁed together to create super-rotamers representing
larger fractions of conformational space.
Monte Carlo Search

The efﬁcacy of using bounding expressions to eliminate candidate
rotamers and to ﬂag rotamer pairs depends critically on the availability of a reference energy of a rotameric arrangement close in
energy to the GMEC. This reference energy is obtained during the
calculation using parallel Monte Carlo29 searches from the current
state of the conformational ensemble. The overall approach is
therefore stochastic but exact, in the standard sense that if it
converges, it converges to the GMEC.
Because Monte Carlo is repeated periodically as rotamers are
eliminated, the searches are performed on a shrinking conformational space and the reference energy typically decreases as the
calculation proceeds. By monitoring the top-ranked Monte Carlo
sequences, it is possible to gain some insight into the convergence
of the algorithm in sequence space prior to reaching full convergence. This can be particularly valuable for very large calculations
that converge slowly or do not converge at all.

Figure 2. Comparison of bounding and pairs energies during a bound
ﬂags iteration of the plastocyanin core calculation of Case 1. The
reference energy obtained by a Monte Carlo calculation is shown as a
horizontal line. All pairs with a bounding energy above the line may
be ﬂagged. In this instance, 400,822 out of 966,656, or 41%, of the
remaining unﬂagged pairs can now be ﬂagged as dead-ending.

Uniﬁcation

Dominance and bounding criteria can often beneﬁt from residue
uniﬁcation, in which a “super-residue” is constructed from the
rotamer pairs at two residue positions. The super-residue is treated
as a single residue for the remainder of the calculation and may be
uniﬁed with other residues at a later iteration. Because ﬂagged
pairs that are uniﬁed can be eliminated, uniﬁcation is performed on
the pair of residues that have the largest fraction of dead-ending
rotamer pairs, provided that the resulting super-residue has fewer
than some maximum number of super-rotamers [typically
(np)max ⫽ 104].

ﬂagged dead-ending pairs can be excluded during the “min” operations.
Bounding Flags

Increasing the constrained set C to encompass a pair of rotamers
produces the bounding expression
E bound共ir , ks 兲 ⫽ 2E⬘共ir , ks 兲 ⫹

min
t
共i r ,m t 兲ⰻF
共k s ,m t 兲ⰻF

冘

Algorithm Schedule

再

m,m⫽i⫽k

2E⬘共ir , mt 兲 ⫹ 2E⬘共ks , mt 兲 ⫹

冘

j, j⫽m⫽i⫽k

冎

min 关E⬘共 ju , mt 兲兴
u
共 j u ,m t 兲ⰻF

(10)
The pair (ir,ks) can be ﬂagged if Ebound(ir,ks) ⬎ Etotal(reference)
even if the pair is not dead-ending according to any known DEE
criterion. The innermost summation is invariant with the rotamer
indices r and s for a choice of positions i and k. By precomputing
this term independent of r and s, the computational complexity of
bounding the total energy for each rotamer pair is O(n2p4 ⫹ n3p3).
Again, it is possible to take advantage of previously ﬂagged pairs
in computing the energy bounds.
The potential beneﬁt of using this bounding expression is
illustrated in Figure 2, where Ebound is compared to E⬘ for all the
remaining unﬂagged rotamer pairs at one point during the convergence process for the core design of plastocyanin (described as

The criteria described above may be coupled in many different
ways. Our preferred strategy is to develop a standard schedule that
performs well for a variety of design problems to minimize the
need for user intervention. The entire iterative process is guaranteed to converge given sufﬁcient time and computer memory. In
practice, convergence is only possible if the elimination and ﬂagging criteria prune the size of the combinatorial problem sufﬁciently rapidly to remain within the bounds of a human attention
span and available computer memory.
Our preferred HERO implementation is described in Figure 3.
The Goldstein singles criterion is applied iteratively until no further rotamers are eliminated. The split (s ⫽ 1) criterion is then
applied iteratively until no further eliminations are found. Split
ﬂags are generated during this process with no increase in the
computational complexity of the original split implementation.
Split criteria are then applied with multiple splitting positions [to
the desired partition depth (s ⱖ 2)] once for each rotamer. A magic
bullet metric may be employed to select the splitting partitions that
are deemed most likely to produce ﬂags or an elimination.25 Magic
bullet Goldstein doubles is then applied once to each rotamer pair
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Figure 3. The schedule of dominance and bounding criteria used for hybrid exact rotamer optimization (HERO).

to generate ﬂags. The singles-elimination and split-ﬂagging process is then repeated taking advantage of these new ﬂags. On the
second time through the cycle, a Monte Carlo search is performed
to attempt to reduce the reference energy used to inform the
bounding criteria. (Initially, the reference energy is set to be an
arbitrarily large number.) The doubles bounding criterion is then
applied once to each rotamer pair to identify more ﬂags. After
another round of singles eliminations and split ﬂagging, a full
round of Goldstein doubles ﬂagging is performed using “qrs” and
“quv” metrics24 to enhance performance. Following a fourth and
ﬁnal singles-elimination and split-ﬂagging phase, uniﬁcation is
performed in lieu of a doubles calculation and the entire process is
repeated.
For purposes of this study, we perform split DEE only up to
two splitting positions (s ⫽ 2). For historical purposes, we include
results using a previously published25 magic bullet ranking metric
(DEE s2mb) that selects the two splitting positions that appear most
likely to facilitate the elimination of rotamer ir. The current baseline scheme for demonstrating the advancements of the present
work is (DEE s2) without split ﬂagging or bound ﬂagging. To
demonstrate the role that bound ﬂagging and split ﬂagging play in
protein design calculations, these components are introduced separately to produce the schemes (DEE s2 bound ﬂags) and (DEE s2
split ﬂags). The complete hybrid exact rotamer optimization
method described above is then termed HERO, which in longhand
would be the less wieldy (DEE s2 bound & split ﬂags).

Results and Discussion
Benchmark Design Calculations

The protein design benchmarks described in this work are performed using a potential function and rotamer libraries that have
been subjected to extensive laboratory testing.2,5–7,9,30 –37 This is
an important consideration when assessing the signiﬁcance of
computational demonstrations. In particular, it is trivial to dramatically improve apparent search algorithm performance either by
reducing the size of the rotamer library or by modifying the
potential function. Such modiﬁcations would require laboratory
validation before the resulting increase in algorithm efﬁciency
could be considered to have signiﬁcance to the ﬁeld of protein
design.
The performance enhancements provided by bound and split ﬂags
in the context of an experimentally validated physical model are
demonstrated by the ﬁve problems described in Table 2. These design
cases arose during computational and experimental studies in the lab
of one of the authors (S. L. Mayo). The conformational sizes in Table
2 are based on the rotamers that remain after high-energy threshold
reduction (HETR)23 is used to eliminate rotamers that clash with the
backbone [for these tests, we removed rotamers with E(ir) ⬎ 20
kcal/mol]. This practice reduces the risk of inﬂating the apparent
conformational size of the problem by using a large number of
rotamers that are incompatible with the protein fold.

Table 2. Benchmark Design Cases.

Case
1
2
3
4
5

Description

Type

Residues

Rotamers

Conformations

Plastocyanin
Novel backbone
Catalytic antibody
␤1 of protein G
␤1 of protein G

Core
Linked core
Core
Core/boundary
Surface

25
34
74
25
27

1716
674
4919
4295
4842

1.7 ⫻ 1038
8.4 ⫻ 1039
4.7 ⫻ 10128
4.0 ⫻ 1053
4.9 ⫻ 1060
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Table 3. CPU Times for Benchmark Design Cases Running on 16
Processors of an IBM SP3.

Case

Method

Time (min)

Remaining
conformations

1

DEE s2mb
DEE s2
DEE s2 bound ﬂags
DEE s2 split ﬂags
HERO
DEE s2mb
DEE s2
DEE s2 bound ﬂags
DEE s2 split ﬂags
HERO
DEE s2mb
DEE s2
DEE s2 bound ﬂags
DEE s2 split ﬂags
HERO
DEE s2mb
DEE s2
DEE s2 bound ﬂags
DEE s2 split ﬂags
HERO
DEE s2mb
DEE s2
DEE s2 bound ﬂags
DEE s2 split ﬂags
HERO

334
150
22
46
13
250
210
23
167
7
984
687
663
299
359
1449
1333
1688
875
476
292
129
72
46
35

7 ⫻ 1014
2 ⫻ 1011
1
1
1
1 ⫻ 1018
1 ⫻ 1018
1
3 ⫻ 1016
1
3 ⫻ 108
1
1
1
1
2 ⫻ 1035
1 ⫻ 1035
1 ⫻ 1035
9 ⫻ 1019
1
3 ⫻ 1016
1
1
1
1

2

3

4

5

Case 1 represents a full core design of plastocyanin.38 Case 2
is an unusual design problem involving all core positions on a
novel repeating backbone based on the leucine-rich-repeat motif;39
the residues in each of two repeats are restricted to have linked (but
unspeciﬁed) amino acid identities. Case 3 represents the full core
design of the variable domains of the light and heavy chains of
catalytic antibody 48G7 FAB.40 Case 4 is a full core and boundary
design of the ␤1 domain of protein G,41 and Case 5 is a full surface
design of the same domain.
Timing results for the ﬁve benchmark design cases are described in Table 3 and displayed graphically in Figure 4. Failure to
converge implies that the uniﬁcation process cannot continue
without exceeding the speciﬁed maximum number of rotamers [we
use (np)max ⫽ 104 for Cases 1, 2, 4, and 5; we use (np)max ⫽ 2 ⫻
104 for the larger conformational space of Case 3]. For the plastocyanin core design of Case 1, the previously published method
(DEE s2mb) fails to converge, leaving over 1014 conformations
after 334 min. The current baseline scheme (DEE s2) also fails to
converge, requiring 150 min to narrow the search space to 1011
conformations. This improvement is due both to the additional
eliminations produced by full (s ⫽ 2) split DEE (as compared to
the magic bullet version) and to the time savings yielded by the
adaptive implementation of this approach.26 Introducing bound
ﬂags gives full convergence to the GMEC in 22 min, while split
ﬂags give full convergence in 46 min. The combined approach
(HERO) reaches convergence in 13 min.
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Case 2 is unusual because the number of rotamers is not large
and yet the case is challenging. This is evidently a product of the
linking of amino acid identities across the repeating subunits of the
design. The algorithm converges only when using bound ﬂags,
requiring 23 min for (DEE s2 bound ﬂags) and 7 min for HERO.
Case 3 is a large core design that converges with all schemes
except the previously published method (DEE s2mb), requiring 299
min for (DEE s2 split ﬂags) and 359 min for HERO. Evidently, the
bound ﬂags do not play a substantial role for this problem and their
calculation is effectively a computational overhead that accounts
for the increase in time.
Case 4 is a full core/boundary design that fails to converge with
any algorithm except HERO, which converges in 476 min. Case 5
is a full surface design of the same protein; it converges with all
but (DEE s2mb), with both bound and split ﬂags yielding improvements, and HERO converging fastest in 35 min.
Performance of “Generalized” DEE

“Generalized DEE” was introduced26 as another method for eliminating rotamers that cannot be eliminated by Goldstein DEE. The
idea is to reoptimize a portion of the conformational background,
taking advantage of ﬂags between the reoptimized positions to
increase the disparity in the net energy contributions of the ir and
it rotamers with these positions. The method is dominated by
conformational splitting in the sense that for the same number of
generalized positions g or splitting positions s, the eliminations
obtained by generalized DEE are a subset of those obtained by
split DEE. However, generalized DEE is amenable to less costly
implementations than split DEE, so it is possible that performance
enhancements might still be achieved. Unfortunately, in our hands,
this has not been observed, as illustrated in Figure 5 for a subset of
14 surface positions from benchmark Case 5. This smaller case
was chosen to allow all of the generalized variants to run to
completion. Generalized DEE was performed starting from the
baseline scheme (DEE s2) with the maximum number of reoptimized positions corresponding to (g ⫽ 2,3,4,5). For this example,
the algorithm performance decreases monotonically with increasing g.
Physical Model Dependence

As is apparent from eqs. (1) and (2), the performance of any DEE
algorithm will depend heavily on the nature of the physical model
used to compute the one- and two-body terms [E(ir) and E(ir,ju),
respectively in eq. (1)]. Potential functions that emphasize energy
terms that contribute to E(ir) relative to E(ir,ju) will result in less
coupling and easier optimization. In the limit of 兩E(ir)兩 ⬎⬎
兩E(ir,ju)兩, the optimization reduces to the selection of the rotamer
with the best one-body energy at each residue position. This
observation emphasizes the importance of developing (and comparing) optimization schemes that are based on validated physical
models— construction of inappropriate physical models can easily
lead to impressive optimization performance.
A demonstration of the dependence of optimization performance on the underlying physical model is shown in Figure 6. This
case is a full sequence design of the 56 positions in the ␤1 domain
of protein G. Three of these positions are preset to glycine (posi-
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Figure 4. DEE convergence results. (a) Case 1: full core design of plastocyanin, (b) Case 2: full core
design of a novel repeating backbone, (c) Case 3: full core design of the variable domains of the light and
heavy chains of a catalytic antibody, (d) Case 4: full core and boundary design of the ␤1 domain of protein
G, (e) Case 5: full surface design of the ␤1 domain of protein G.
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ascertained on models of uncertain biological validity. On the
other hand, the development of biologically valid, one-bodyweighted physical models provides an opportunity to tame the
combinatorial problem that is at the root of computational protein
design.11
Approximate Alternatives

It is apparent from Figure 2 that bounding energies are a better
indicator than self-energies of the likelihood that certain rotamers
are not members of the GMEC. Based on this observation, we have
observed that it is sometimes possible to ﬁnd the GMEC in a few
minutes using an approximate version of HERO in which bounding energies are used as a substitute for self-energies when applying HETR23 to eliminate rotamers (data not shown).

Figure 5. Performance assessment of “generalized DEE” for a partial
surface design of the ␤1 domain of protein G. Comparisons are made
relative to the baseline scheme (DEE s2) using reoptimizations at a
maximum of ( g ⫽ 2,3,4,5) positions.

tion 38 has a positive phi angle and functions as a C-cap for the
alpha helix; positions 9 and 41 are sterically constrained core
positions). The remaining positions are divided into core, boundary, and surface regions with the allowed amino acid identities at
each of the 53 positions constrained to preserve the binary pattern
of the wild-type sequence.34 The resulting combinatorial complexity is 10112 conformations with 7775 initial rotamers after applying
HETR23 to eliminate rotamers that clash with the backbone. A
HERO run with our “standard” potential function and rotamer
library fails to converge after more than 1000 min. Optimization
with a potential function modiﬁed to emphasize one-body terms
reaches the GMEC in 20 min. The potential function modiﬁcations
include (in order of decreasing importance): use of a one-body
atomic solvation potential;42 use of a Coulombic potential with a
nondistance-dependent dielectric constant for rotamer/backbone
interactions and a distance-dependent dielectric constant for rotamer/rotamer interactions;43 use of rotamer internal strain energy;
use of secondary structure propensities for helical and ␤-strand
positions;6 and use of normalized van der Waals energies to
remove the bias for selection of large amino acids. The validity of
these modiﬁcations remains to be determined.
In addition to the potential function component of the physical
model, great care must be taken with respect to the rotamer library.
Previous computational work using surprisingly small rotamer
libraries (approximately 67 rotamers per residue position) showed
large, full sequence design problems to be tractable.26 For the full
sequence design of protein G described above, the average number
of rotamers per residue position is 147. Using an unexpanded
rotamer library and aggressive HETR, the average number of
rotamers per position can be reduced to 70 (1080 conformations for
3705 rotamers). Obtaining the GMEC for the resulting problem
using the standard potential function requires 28 min.
These results strikingly illustrate the dependence of algorithm
performance on both the potential function and the rotamer library.
Clearly, search algorithm performance cannot be meaningfully

Conclusion
Existing DEE algorithms spend most of their time attempting to
ﬂag dead-ending pairs of rotamers to facilitate future eliminations
of dead-ending single rotamers. Two new methods have been
formulated for efﬁciently identifying pairs of rotamers that are
incompatible with the GMEC. One approach builds on split DEE
methods to ﬂag dead-ending pairs during the singles elimination
process at essentially no additional expense. The other approach
uses bounding criteria to ﬂag pairs of rotamers for which a lower
bound on the total conformational energy exceeds the energy of a
reference conformation that has been identiﬁed by a computationally inexpensive Monte Carlo search. These bound ﬂags would not
necessarily be identiﬁed as dead-ending by any known DEE criterion. The new hybrid algorithm thus combines dominance crite-

Figure 6. Convergence comparison for HERO on a full sequence
design of the ␤1 domain of protein G using the experimentally validated “standard” potential function and rotamer library, a modiﬁed
potential function with the standard rotamer library, and the standard
potential function with a reduced rotamer library.
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ria, bounding criteria, and a stochastic search into a single compatible framework that is exact but no longer deterministic.
The present benchmark calculations and our ongoing experience with these algorithms suggest that the most reliable performance is achieved using the HERO algorithm that combines
previous work on dead-end elimination with both new strategies
for ﬂagging pairs. This uniﬁed approach facilitates the daily optimization of protein design cases that were previously intractable
using available computational resources.
As illustrated by our full-sequence design example, care must
be taken to ensure that algorithmic performance benchmarks are
biologically meaningful. An unbiased evaluation process that
mimics the invaluable role that CASP44 has played for the protein
structure-prediction community could similarly aid the development and evaluation of computational protein design algorithms.
Comparisons should evaluate two features of protein design methods: search efﬁciency of test cases based on a validated physical
model, and design quality based on new physical models submitted
by the contributors.

bone based on the leucine-rich-repeat motif;39 the 17 residues in
each of two repeats have linked (but unspeciﬁed) amino acid
identities. Case 3 represents the full core design of the variable
domains of the light and heavy chains of catalytic antibody 48G7
FAB (PDB code 1gaf).40 This corresponds to residues (2, 4, 6, 19,
21, 25, 29, 33, 36 –38, 44, 46 – 48, 55, 58, 62, 71, 73, 75, 78, 82,
84 – 87, 89, 90, 95–98, 102, 104) of chain L and residues (4, 6, 18,
20, 24, 32, 34 –39, 45, 47, 48, 50, 51, 53, 61, 64, 68, 70, 72, 77, 79,
81, 83, 86, 90, 92–95, 97, 98, 103, 104, 108, 110) of chain H. Case
4 involves the design of all 10 nonglycine core residues (3, 5, 7,
20, 26, 30, 34, 39, 52, 54) and all 15 boundary residues (1, 11, 12,
16, 18, 23, 25, 27, 29, 33, 37, 43, 45, 50, 56) of the ␤1 domain of
protein G (PDB code 1pga).41 Case 5 represents the design of all
27 nonglycine surface residues (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19, 21,
22, 24, 28, 31, 32, 35, 36, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 51, 53, 55) of
the ␤1 domain of protein G. The benchmark calculations were
performed on 16 Power3 processors of an IBM SP3 running at 375
MHz.
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